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[57] ABSTRACT 

A scintillation camera of the multiple phototube type. 
A thin light pipe and masks are employed to diffuse 
the light so that the camera operates on a principle of 
light diffusion rather than phototube "viewing" as de-
scribed in the prior art. The configurations of the 
masks are selected in accordance with the characteris-
tics of the crystal and associated phototubes. 

31 Claims, 7 Drawing Figures 
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SCINTILLATION CAMERA WITH IMPROVED 
LIGHT DIFFUSION 

CROSS REFERENCES TO RELATED PATENTS 
AND APPLICATIONS 

1. U.S. Pat. No. Re26,014 issued May 3, 1966 to J. 
B. Stickney et al., a reissue of U.S. Pat. No. 3,070,695, 
dated Dec. 25, 1962, entitled "Scintillation Scanner." 

2. Application for U.S. Pat. Ser. No. 198,520, filed 10 
Nov. 15, 1971, now abandoned by Robert Hindel, Ro-
nald J. Martone and Peter G. Mueller, entitled "Scintil-
lation Camera" which is a continuation of Ser. No. 
837,072 filed June 27, 1969 by Ronald J. Martone, 
Peter G. Mueller and Robert Hindel, under the same 15 
title, now abandoned, (here the HINDEL application). 

3. Application for U.S. Pat. Ser. No. 833,552, filed 
June 16, 1969, now U.S. Pat. No. 3,683,180, by Ronald 
J. Martone, Peter G. Mueller and Richard J. Flis, enti- 20 
tied "Scintillation Camera," (here the MARTONE-
MUELLER application). 

4. Application for U.S. Pat. Ser. No. 121,445, filed 
Mar. 5, 1971 by Ronald J. Martone, Samuel C. Gold-
man and Clifford C. Heaton, entitled "Scintillation 25 
Camera with Light Diffusion System," (here the MAR-
TONE-GOLDMAN application). 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
1. Field of the Invention 3 0 

This invention pertains to gamma imaging devices 
and more particularly to that class of devices known as 
scintillation cameras. 

In the diagnosis of certain illnesses, radioactive 
agents are administered to patients. These adminis- 3 5 

tered agents have the characteristic of localizing in cer-
tain tissues and either not localizing, or localizing to a 
lesser degree, in other tissues. For example, iodine 131 
will localize in thyroid glands. A representation of the 
spatial distribution and concentration of administered 4 0 

iodine 131 in a thyroid gland provides an image of the 
gland itself which is useful in diagnosing the condition 
of the gland. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
Generally speaking, two classes of devices known as 4 5 

scanners and cameras have been used to detect and 
represent the spatial distribution and localization of ra-
dioactive isotopes. Typically, a scanner has a scintilla-
tion probe which is moved along a plurality of spaced 
parallel paths. Gamma energy detected by the probe 
results in a display through either a photographic or a 
dot image representative of the spatial distribution and 
localization of an isotope. A clinically successful scan-
ner is described in greater detail in the referenced pa-
tent. 

The devices known as cameras remain stationary 
with respect to the patient as a representation of the 
spatial distribution of radioactivity is developed. With 
many of these cameras, a relatively large disc-shaped 6 Q 
scintillation crystal is positioned to be stimulated by ra-
diation emitted from the patient. In most cameras, a 
collimator is interposed between the patient and the 
crystal so that, for example, with a parallel hole colli-

mator the rays striking the crystal are all generally per- 6 5 
pendicular to it. 

The crystal scintillates as it converts gamma energy 
impinging on it to light energy. The light is conducted 
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through a suitable light pipe, to an array of phototubes. 
When a phototube is stimulated by light generated in 
a crystal by a scintillation, an electrical signal is emitted 
which is proportional to the intensity of light energy re-
ceived by that tube. When a scintillation causes all or 
substantially all of the phototubes to emit signals, these 
signals are emitted concurrently and are then summed 
to provide a signal known as the Z signal. This Z signal 
is conducted to a pulse-height analyzer to determine 
whether the signal reflects the occurrence of a so-
called photopeak event of the isotope which has been 
administered to the patient. That is, the Z-signal is of 
appropriate strength to reflect the full conversion of 
the energy of a gamma ray emitted from the adminis-
tered isotope to light energy by the crystal. 

Summing and ratio circuits are also provided which 
develop what are known as X and Y signals. These X 
and Y signals cause a dot to be produced on the screen 
of the oscilloscope at a location corresponding to the 
location of the detected scintillation. Thus, the oscillo-
scope dots are displaced relatively, each at a location 
corresponding to the location of the corresponding 
scintillation in the crystal and the oscilloscope dots are 
integrated to produce an image. Suitable circuits for 
producing an oscilloscope image of spatial distribution 
of a radioactive isotope are described in greater detail 
in the HINDEL application. 

The phototubes, the circuits and the oscilloscope 
function as a unit to provide a light amplifier such that 
each dot produced on the oscilloscope is a brightened 
representation of a scintillation. Through the use of a 
persistence screen on the scope, or a photographic 
camera, these dots are integrated to produce an image. 

With cameras of the type using an array of photo-
tubes, the literature has described a spacing of the pho-
totubes a sufficient distance from the crystal so that the 
tubes "view coextensive areas." Typically, there will be 
a spacing of the order of two inches between a crystal 
and a phototube. More specifically, since the typical 
crystal is thallium activated sodium iodide, it is hygro-
scopic and must be hermetically enclosed. At the out-
put side of the crystal, the typical hermetic enclosure 
includes a glass window which has a thickness of about 
one-half inch. A light pipe, such as the light pipe de-
scribed in greater detail in the MARTONE-MUELLER 
application, is optically coupled to both the window 
and the phototubes. Typically, the light pipe will have 
a thickness of the order of 1 Vz inches. 

Thus, in a camera of these typical dimensions, any 
scintillation occurring in the crystal must, as a mini-
mum, be at least 2 inches from the nearest phototube. 
Proposals for somewhat thinner light pipes are known, 
but the thinnest of these, prior to the disclosure of the 
MARTONE-GOLDMAN application, has been 1% 
inches, which, if coupled with a one-half inch glass, re-
sults in a minimum scintillation-to-phototube distance 
of 1 % inches. 

It may generally be said that the further a scintillation 
is from the phototube, the weaker will be the light sig-
nal received by the phototube and accordingly, the 
weaker the electrical output of the phototube. Accord-
ingly, the closer the phototubes are to the scintillation, 
the stronger will be the signals. Both theory and experi-
ment indicate that this will better the spatial resolving 
power of the instrument. 
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As n o t e d above , it h a s b e e n t augh t tha t t he t u b e s 
m u s t b e suff ic ient ly s p a c e d to view over l app ing , coex-
tens ive a reas in t h e scint i l la tor . In add i t ion , wi th k n o w n 
light p ipe cons t ruc t ions , if t he spac ing b e t w e e n the 
crysta l and the p h o t o t u b e s is t o o small , t h e r e is a loss 5 
of un i fo rmi ty a n d l inear i ty . T h a t is, t he r e sponse of t h e 
sys tem to a u n i f o r m s o u r c e of act ivi ty will exhibi t br ight 
a n d da rk a reas no t re la ted to t he i so tope c o n c e n t r a t i o n 
a n d f u r t h e r m o r e , light signals p r o d u c e d o n the oscil lo-
s c o p e will be d i sp laced f r o m the des i red posi t ion a n d 10 
resul t in a d i s to r t ed image . Addi t iona l ly , it is k n o w n 
t h e r e will b e a loss of un i fo rmi ty o f sys tem sensitivity. 
T h a t is, t he p i c tu res f o r m e d by in tegra t ing light do t s 
will exhibi t light or d a r k a r ea s n o t r e l a t ed t o i so tope 
c o n c e n t r a t i o n , this ind ica t ing a p re fe ren t i a l abil i ty t o 15 
utilize scint i l la t ions fo r a given pulse he ight ana lyzer 
w indow in ce r t a in p a r t s of t h e crystal . 

T h e M A R T O N E - G O L D M A N appl ica t ion d isc losed 
tha t a c a m e r a c o n s t r u c t e d to o p e r a t e o n a pr inc ip le to-
tally d i f f e r en t f r o m the p r inc ip le s u m m a r i z e d a b o v e 20 
a n d desc r ibed in g rea t e r deta i l in t he l i t e ra tu re will 
have spatial resolving p o w e r fa r in excess of t ha t t heo-
ret ical ly o b t a i n a b l e in the pas t a n d f a r in excess of tha t 
which has h e r e t o f o r e been o b t a i n e d in p rac t i ce . 

A c c o r d i n g to t h e M A R T O N E - G O L D M A N disclo- 25 
sure , a relatively thin light c o n d u c t o r is used , i.e., a 
light c o n d u c t o r of t he o r d e r of one-ha l f inch o r less in 
th ickness . M a s k s a re i n t e rposed a t se lec ted loca t ions 
b e t w e e n the p h o t o t u b e s a n d the scint i l la tor . T h e masks 
ref lec t a n d d i f fuse t he light so t h a t a genera l ized f low 3 0 

is ach i eved t h r o u g h o u t t h e light c o n d u c t o r . W h e n a 
mask is b e t w e e n the sc int i l la tor a n d o n e o r m o r e pho to -
tubes , it p r even t s t he d i r e c t c o n d u c t i o n of a po r t i on of 
light f r o m the po in t w h e r e a scinti l lat ion o c c u r s to 
those pho to tubes . 3 5 

T h e p h o t o t u b e s emi t e lec t r ica l signals with the 
s t rength of e a c h signal be ing p ropo r t i ona l to t he in ten-
sity of d i f fused and d i rec t light c o n d u c t e d by the light 
c o n d u c t o r to e a c h p h o t o t u b e . E lec t ron ic c i rcui t ry of 
the type desc r ibed in t he H I N D E L app l ica t ion is t h e n 4 0 

uti l ized t o d e t e r m i n e t he locus of t he scint i l la t ion and 
c a u s e a do t to be p r o d u c e d on a r e a d - o u t dev ice at a 
loca t ion c o r r e s p o n d i n g to t he point at wh ich a pho to -
p e a k event o c c u r r e d in t h e crystal . 

In a 19 -pho to tube scint i l lat ion c a m e r a , it is n o w con- 4 5 

vent ional to have o n e c e n t e r t u b e s u r r o u n d e d by an 
inner ring of six tubes wh ich inner ring is, in tu rn , sur-
r o u n d e d by an o u t e r ring of 12 tubes . T h e tubes a r e so 
loca ted tha t the axis of e a c h t u b e is d i sposed in a p l ane 
which is p e r p e n d i c u l a r to t he crystal and which in-
c ludes t he axis of the c e n t e r t u b e a n d at least o n e o t h e r 
t ube . 

O u t s t a n d i n g results a re ach ieved by using a mask 
which t akes advan tage of the posi t ioning of the pho to - 5 5 

tubes . Speci f ica l ly , a c c o r d i n g to the M A R T O N E -
G O L D M A N appl ica t ion , re fe r r ing to t he c e n t e r t ube , 
a mask is p rov ided on the s u r f a c e of the light c o n d u c t o r 
a d j a c e n t t he crystal w indow. This mask is of spoke- l ike 
con f igu ra t i on with a cen t r a l hub- l ike po r t i on a n d thin 6 0 

str ips e x t e n d i n g radially f r o m the hub- l ike por t ions . 
Each s t r ip is symmet r i ca l a b o u t a p lane loca ted by the 
axes of a plural i ty of the p h o t o t u b e s . 

T h e de sc r ibed m a s k , t h e n , d iminishes t h e quan t i t y of 
light which is c o n d u c t e d d i rec t ly t o the cen t r a l p h o t o - 6 5 

t ube a n d also to o t h e r p h o t o t u b e s . At t he s a m e t ime, 
the p r o p o r t i o n of d i f fused o r r e f l ec t ed light r each ing 
these o t h e r tubes will genera l ly increase . 

In the preferred form of the MARTONE-
GOLDMAN invention, seven of these hub-like patterns 
are provided, each being axially aligned with a different 
phototube. The seven hub-like masks are interposed 
between the crystal and the central phototube and the 
phototubes of the inner ring. The masks may take many 
forms and are most simply and preferably formed of a 
light-reflective tape or paint. 

Small strip-like shields are provided with respect to 
selected ones of the phototubes in the outer ring while 
other of the phototubes in the outer ring are not 
shielded at all in the preferred embodiment. These 
shields are located between the phototubes and the 
scintillator and their purpose is to extend the useful 
field of view of the device. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
It has now been found that still further improvements 

in camera performance can be achieved if components 
of the entire decoding system are matched according to 
their performance. To achieve this improved perform-
ance, and to achieve consistent performance in cam-
eras produced, the crystal and the phototubes are 
tested and matched according to their characteristics. 
A light conductor is then used which has mask configu-
rations tailored to the characteristics of the tubes and 
crystal to be used in a given camera. 

In practicing the present invention, the quantum effi-
ciency of each phototube is measured. The phototubes 
are then matched into groups of, for example, relatively 
low, medium, and relatively high quantum efficiency 
characteristics. That is, a tube of relatively low quan-
tum efficiency will emit a relatively low electric signal 
for a given quantum of light as contrasted with a higher 
electrical signal for the same quantum of light when 
sensed by a tube having high quantum efficiency and 
the same gain. Similarly, crystals are graded according 
to their response to gamma energy. The crystals are 
graded, for example, according to low, medium and 
high light output for a given quantum of gamma energy 
from a calibrated source. 

To achieve relatively uniform resolution characteris-
tics in production cameras, a low light output crystal is 
matched with an array of high quantum efficiency pho-
totubes and a high light output crystal is matched with 
low quantum efficiency phototubes, while a medium 
crystal and medium phototubes are matched in a given 
camera. 

This procedure, coupled with the improved light con-
ductor masks of this invention, produces cameras of 
similar spatial resolution which can be greater than that 
produced by the camera of the MARTONE-
GOLDMAN application. While the described proce-
dure produces cameras of relatively similar resolution 
characteristics, linearity as well as uniformity of the Z 
decoding may vary from camera to camera. Accord-
ingly, each camera gamma detector is tested for linear-
ity and decoding characteristics. 

In a typical test for linearity, a lead grid arrangement 
is positioned between a gamma source and the detec-
tor. If the linearity of the system is found to be poor, the 
produced image of the lead grid will be distorted. To 
correct for poor linearity, a light conductor with masks 
of relatively large peripheral areas are employed for the 
inner ring of phototubes. 

To check the uniformity of Z decoding, the pulse 
height analyzer of the camera is first set to accept a rel-
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atively low decoded energy and a test is run with a 
given phantom of radioactive material and an image is 
produced. The pulse height analyzer is then set for rela-
tively high decoded energy and the test is repeated with 
the same phantom. If the images produced by the two 
tests show good uniformity, then there is uniformity in 
the Z decoding. If, however, the tests both show non-
uniformity, the detector is regionally more sensitive to 
low or to high decoded energy gamma rays and is said 
to lack Z decoding uniformity. This lack of uniformity 
is also compensated for by a selection of an appropriate 
mask configuration. In this instance, the area of the 
mask toward the center of the phototubes is relatively 
larger than the preceding case. 

The reasons for the variation in linearity and unifor-
mity of decoding are not fully understood. Happily, 
where linearity is corrected, the uniformity in decoding 
is at most only very slightly affected and vice versa so 
that mask corrections for one or the other can be made 
without unduly adversely affecting the other. The rea-
son is that linearity is corrected by adjusting mask den-
sity toward the periphery of the masks while non-
uniformity in Z response is corrected by adjusting mask 
density toward the center of each of the masks. 

While the reasons for these variations are not fully 
understood, it is believed that one major contributing 
factor is in the light emitting and conducting character-
istics of the crystal itself. Expressed another way, when 
a photopeak event occurs in the crystal, that is a sub-
stantial conversion of the gamma energy to light en-
ergy, the light diffusion characteristics of the crystal as-
sembly appear to play a major role in the performance 
characteristics of the camera and the light diffusion 
characteristics vary appreciably from one crystal as-
sembly to another. 

The importance of the improvement in linearity and 
uniformity of energy decoding cannot be overesti-
mated. While the importance of spatial resolution has 
been highly stressed in the literature and the spatial res : 
olution can be improved here, many believe that from 
a clinical standpoint, linearity and uniformity of Z de-
coding are more important. This is because errors in 
linearity and errors of Z decoding can result in misin-
formation as to whether, for example, a tumor exists in 
a patient. Thus, determining whether there is a tumor 
present, a function of linearity and uniformity of de-
coding, is believed more important than determining 
the precise size of the tumor, a function of spatial reso-
lution. 

Accordingly, the object of the invention is to enable 
the quantity production of gamma cameras of uniform 
characteristics and a method of producing gamma cam-
eras of excellent image uniformity. 

Other objects and a fuller understanding of the inven-
tion may be had by referring to the following descrip-
tion and claims taken in conjunction with the accompa-
nying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a plan view of a camera and associated con-

soles utilizing the novel detecting head and light con-
ductor of this invention; 

FIG. 2 is a fragmentary sectional view of the detector 
head of this invention; 

FIG. 3 is a plan view of the light conductor of the 
MARTONE-GOLDMAN disclosure as seen from the 
phototube side of the light conductor; 
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FIG. 4 is a plan view of the light conductor of the 
MARTONE-GOLDMAN disclosure as seen from the 
scintillation crystal side of the light conductor; and, 

FIGS. 5 - 7 a r e plan views of typical light c o n d u c t o r s 
5 of this invent ion as seen f r o m the scinti l lation crystal 

side. 
FIG. 7 shows an embodiment which may be charac-

terized as a genera] improvement of the mask of FIG. 
4. In FIGS. 6 and 5 successively, increased peripheral 

10 masking is ulitized to achieve image uniformity where 
the non-uniformity which may have been seen with the 
masks of FIG. 7 can be assumed to be due to non-
linearity. 

, , DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring now to FIG. 1, a detector head is shown 
generally at 10. The head is adjustably mounted on a 
stand 11 for positioning adjacent a patient or other sub-

20 ject. Electrical signals from the head 10 are conducted 
to circuitry contained within a console shown generally 
at 12. 

The signals, after processing by the circuitry, pro-
duce an image, on a monitor oscilloscope 13, of the dis-

25 tribution of an isotope in the subject under investiga-
tion. A duplicate image is produced on a camera oscil-
loscope, not shown, which is viewed and photographed 
by a camera 14. 

The circuitry in the console 12 first produces analog 
3(1 signals in manners more completely described in the 

referenced applications. Assuming the analog signals 
represent photopeak events, they are digitized. The 
digital signals may be fed to a computer for analysis and 
diagnosis. 

The digital information is also fed to a built-in digital 
data processor 15. This processor utilizes the digital in-
formation to generate either a variable width profile 
histogram of counts versus horizontal distance or a his-
togram of counts versuS time. Such histograms are dis-

4 0 played on a monitor 17. 
The digital information is also fed to a tape recording 

console shown generally at 19 for storage and subse-
quent utilization. The digital information is recon-
verted to analog to produce the images displayed on 

4 5 the monitor oscilloscope 13 and recorded by the cam-
era 14. 

The construction o f t h e detector head 10, including 
an imaging subassembly 18, is shown in FIG. 2. The 
subassembly is mounted in a housing 21. The subas-

" sembly includes a large scintillation crystal 20 of thalli-
um-activated sodium iodide. A collimator 22 shown in 
the form of a parallel hole type, is removably secured 
to the housing 21. The housing and the perimetral por-

s s tions of the collimator are formed of radioactivity 
shielding material such as lead so that essentially the 
only radiation which reaches the crystal has travelled 
along a determinable path through the collimator. 

A gamma ray input window 23 is provided. The win-
6 0 dow 23 is opaque to light but substantially transparent 

to gamma radiation in the energy range generally used. 
This input window is typically an aluminum disc fixed 
to and hermetically sealed to a surrounding crystal sup-
porting ring 24. A glass output window 25 is carried by 

6 5 the crystal supporting ring 24. The crystal 20 and the 
input and output windows 23, 25 and its supporting 
ring 24 constitute a component which is commercially 
available from The Harshaw Chemical Company of 
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Cleveland, Ohio. This component is secured to a sup-
porting ring 27 by suitable fasteners 28. The supporting 
ring 27 is connected to a crystal assembly support ring 
29 by an annular spacer 30. 

A light conductor 32 is provided. This light conduc-
tor 32 is a disc of transparent material suitable for con-
ducting the light emitted by the crystal such as ultravio-
let transmitting Plexiglas. The light conductor 32 has a 
planar input face 33 that is optically coupled to a pol-
ished, planar output face 34 of the output window 25. 

A plurality of phototubes 35 are provided. The pho-
totubes 35 are arranged in an array with a total of 19 
such tubes being provided. The array comprises a cen-
tral tube 35A, an inner ring of six tubes 35B around the 
central tube, and an outer ring of 12 tubes 35C. The 
phototubes 35 have input light windows 36 which are 
juxtaposed against the light conductor 32 in a manner 
which will be described in greater detail presently. Suit-
able electrical conductors, not shown, couple the pho-
totubes 35 to the circuitry in the console 12. 

An apertured tube locator and cover plate 39 is pro-
vided. Annular bushings 42 surround a corresponding 
one of the phototubes. The bushings 42 are interposed 
between the cover plate 39 and the phototubes 35. The 
bushings are compressible and, on clamping of the as-
sembly together in a manner which will be described 
presently, bias each of the tubes 35 into surface en-
gagement with an appropriate portion of the light con-
ductor 32. 

A spacer cylinder 43 and a plurality of studs 44 are 
provided. The studs 44 project through the cover plate 
39 and are secured to the crystal assembly support ring 
29. The cover plate 39 and the crystal assembly support 
ring 29 are clamped against the spacer cylinder 43 by 
tightening down suitable nuts 46 on the studs 44. This 
fixes the entire lift-out phototube assembly together 
with the phototubes 35 in closely juxtaposed relation-
ship and good optical coupling with the light conductor 
32 and the light conductor in turn optically coupled to 
the glass window 25. 

FIG. 3 is a plan view of the phototube side of the light 
conductor 32 of the MARTONE-GOLDMAN applica-
tion. The phototube faces of the light conductor of this 
invention are also coated in the manner shown in FIG. 
3. As has been indicated, the light conductor 32 is 
formed of a material essentially transparent to the light 
emitted by the scintillator. Phototube face 50 of the 
light conductor 32 is painted with a reflective coating 
51 over its entire surface except where the output face 
50 will be optically coupled to the phototube array. 
Thus, there is a central opening 52A to which the cen-
tral phototube is optically coupled. Six openings 56B of 
an inner ring are respectively optically coupled to the 
inner ring of phototubes, and twelve openings 56C of 
an outer ring are respectively coupled to the 12 photo-
tubes in the outer ring. Thus, the entire phototube face 
of the light pipe, except for 19 openings, each approxi-
mately the size of the input cathode of a coupled photo-
tube, is covered by a light reflective coating which con-
tributes to the reflection and diffusion of light through-
out the light pipe. 

As an examination of FIG. 3 will show, six of the pho-
totubes in the outer ring are closer to the central photo-
tube than the remaining six phototubes. In order to in-
crease the useful field size of the system, certain photo-
tubes in the outer ring have partial shields in the form 

of strips 57 extending across the openings 56C. This is 
typically shown in FIG. 3 for the six more-closely 
spaced openings. These masks may be formed in many 
ways as by the use of masking tape, paper, or the like; 

5 but are preferably painted strips of the same material 
used for the rest of the coating 51. The mask strips 57 
may be applied at the same time as the coating 51 so 
that the strips are part of the coating. 

Referring now to FIG. 4, the crystal side of the light 
10 conductor 32 has a perimetral ring 60 formed with a 

reflective coating preferably of the same material as 
used on the coating 51. The inside diameter of the ring 
60 corresponds to the diameter of the window 25. 
Thus, the crystal side of the light conductor in the area 

15 surrounding the window is coated with a reflective ma-
terial to assist in the light diffusion while the unmasked 
area within the ring 60 is directly optically coupled to 
the window 25. 

Masks for the central phototube 35A and the inner 
20 ring of phototubes 35B are shown in FIG. 4 in the form 

disclosed in the MARTONE-GOLDMAN application. 
The mask for the central phototube is designated by the 
numeral 71 while the masks for the phototubes in the 
inner ring are designated by the numeral 62. Each of 

25 these masks is a spoke-like arrangement having a series 
of spokes 63 connected together by an annular hub 
portion 64. Each mask, in its preferred and disclosed 
form, has an aperture 65 at the center. The masks 61 
and 62 are each axially aligned with the related photo-

3 0 tube with a central hole that is in axial alignment with 
the phototube and surrounding spokes and hub 63, 64 
that diffuse and reflect the light. These masks prefera-
bly are also formed of the same coating material used 
in the coating 51 but can, like the masks 57, be formed 

3 5 in other ways. 
An examination of FIG. 3 will make it apparent that 

the spokes are each located according to the geometry 
of the phototube array. Each spoke is disposed sym-
metrically about a plane located by the axis of the 

4 0 masked tube and the axes of other phototubes. Thus, 
the central tube over the aperture 52A is the central 
one of three rows, 70, 71, 72 of five apertures each. 

Referring now to FIGS. 5-7, the masks of this inven-
tion are shown. Each enables improved resolution over 
the mask of the MARTONE-GOLDMAN application. 
By selecting an appropriate one o f the three masks, lin-
earity and uniformity in Z decoding are also improved. 

The light conductor 32' of FIG. 6 has a central mask 
61' similar to the mask 61 of FIGS. 3 and 4. The differ-
ences are that the hub opening is somewhat larger and 
the spokes 63' are somewhat longer. Thus the spokes 
63' of FIG. 6 are of a length such that their ends gener-

5 5 ate a circle of a diameter substantially equal to the di-
ameter of the opening 52A. Thus, the spokes 63' ex-
tend fully across the window of the central phototube 
and to the edges of the aperture 52A defined by the 
masking material 50. 

6 0 The masks 62 ' of the inner ring in FIG. 6 similarly 
have spokes 63' which extend the width of their aligned 
phototubes. The outwardly extending spokes 74 which 
lie along the radii of the central mask 61' are foreshort-
ened lis compared with the spokes 63' . In addition, al-

6 5 ternate pairs of the spokes 63' are connected by legs 
75. One of the spokes 63' is connected to one of the 
spokes 74 by a leg 75 to form a mask portion generally 
in the shape of a FIG. 4. The other spokes 63' con-

45 
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nected by legs 75 form mask portions that are generally 
A-shaped in configuration. 

Where tests on an assembled detector head with a 
light conductor 32' indicate linearity characteristics 
which are poorer than desired, the light conductor 32" 5 
of FIG. 5 is substituted for the conductor 32'. The light 
conductor 3 2 " of FIG. 5 is the same as that of FIG. 6 
with the exception that additional legs 75 are added so 
that the masks of the inner ring take on the configura-
tion resembling a ship's steering wheel with a missing 10 
handle in the case of the foreshortened spoke 74. The 
legs 75 of the masks 6 2 " of FIG. 5 generate a generally 
circular ring symmetrical about the axis of the mask. 

Where tests show a detector head wherein poor uni-
formity is primarily attributed to non-uniform Z decod- 15 
ing, a mask of the type shown in FIG. 7 is used. Here, 
the area of the central mask 61" is increased by ex-
tending spokes 80 outwardly of the window of the cen-
tral phototube. These spokes 80 respectively point 
towards certain tubes in the other ring. 20 

Masks 81 of the inner ring of masks as shown in FIG. 
7 are somewhat similar to the masks of FIG. 3. Here, 
spokes 6 3 " other than a pair of foreshortened spokes 
84 and their adjacent spokes 85 are of a length corre-
sponding to the diameter of the openings 56B and the 25 
input windows of the inner ring of phototubes. The 
spokes 85 are essentially equal in length to the spokes 
62 of the mask of FIG. 4, while spokes 84 are consider-
ably foreshortened. In addition, the masks 81 are ro-
tated with respect to the orientation of the masks 62. 
Thus, for example, pairs of foreshortened spokes 84 of 
each mask 81 are symmetrical about certain radii of the 
central mask 61" . 

With experience, tests of a detector equipped with 
the light conductor of FIG. 6 are not a prerequisite to 3 5 

selection of the proper light conductor. Rather, an ex-
perienced person can usually select the appropriate 
mask based on the results of quantum efficiency tests 
of the phototubes, and visual and opto-electronic tests 
of the crystals. 4 0 

It will be seen from an examination of FIGS. 5 -7 that 
the addition of mask portions in selected areas will 
compensate for linearity and Z decoding abberations to 
improve the linearity and overall image uniformity. For 
distortions in uniformity which at least in part are a 4 5 

function of non-linearity in the vicinity of the inner 
phototubes, the total area of the masks 6 2 " in the inner 
ring are increased with respect to the masks 62' of FIG. 
6. Thus, areas which are unmasked in FIG. 6 are 
masked in FIG. 7. 

On the other hand, where uniformity in decoding is 
sought to be improved, other areas of the light detector 
32' are masked in FIG. 7, which are not masked in 
FIGS. 5 and 6. To mask these areas the spokes 80 are 5 5 
extended. In addition, the masking of the inner ring is 
reduced as compared with the masks of FIGS. 5 and 6. 

Accordingly, in any scintillation camera of the photo-
tube type, linearity and uniformity in Z decoding can 6 ( ) 
be improved by selective masking even in cameras 
which are made in accordance with the art prior to the 
MARTONE-GOLDMAN application. In addition, res-
olution improvement is enabled over that taught by 
Martone-Goldman. 6 5 

Although the invention has been described in its pre-
ferred form with a certain degree of particularity, it is 
understood that the present disclosure of the preferred 
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form has been made by way of example only and that 
numerous changes in the details of construction and 
the combination and arrangement of parts may be re-
sorted to without departing from the spirit and the 
scope of the invention as hereinafter claimed. For ex-
ample, the masking material could be an integral part 
of the light transmitter by way of opaquing of the gen-
erally plastic material. 

What is claimed is: 
1. In a device for producing a display representative 

of the spatial distribution of incident radiation stimuli 
from the subject under investigation, the combination 
of: 

a. a light-emitting mechanism for emitting flashes of 
light in response to incident stimuli; 

b. light amplification and integrating means for pro-
ducing dots of light of a brightened intensity at lo-
cations corresponding to the locations of flashes in 
said mechanism and for integrating the dots to pro-
duce an image of spatial distribution of radioactiv-
ity in a subject under investigation; 

c. a light-conducting material interposed between the 
mechanism and the light amplification means; 

d. said material having an input surface oriented 
toward a light responsive portion of said light-
amplification means; 

e. a plurality of masks interposed between said mech-
anism and said light responsive portion of the light 
amplification means; and, 

f. said masks being arranged in an array with each 
mask in one portion of an array of an area different 
than each mask of another portion of the array and 
still different than yet another portion of the array. 

2. The device of claim 1 wherein the array includes 
a central mask and a ring of masks around the central 
mask and wherein the area of the central mask is 
greater than the area of each mask in the ring. 

3. The device of claim 1 wherein the array includes 
a central mask and a ring of masks around the central 
mask and wherein the area of the central mask is lesser 
than the area of each mask in the ring. 

4. In a device for producing a display representative 
of the spatial distribution of incident stimuli from the 
subject under investigation including a light-emitting 
mechanism for emitting flashes of light in response to 
such incident stimuli and a plurality of light-responsive 
components each of which emits electrical signals in 
response to light signals incident upon it, such signals 
being porportional to the intensity of the light signal re-
sponded to, an improved light conductor forming at 
least a portion of an optical coupling between the 
mechanism and the components comprising: 

a. a sheet of light-conducting material having input 
and output surfaces; 

b. the input surface of the sheet being oriented 
toward the mechanism; 

c. the output surface of the sheet being oriented 
toward said light-responsive components; 

d. a plurality of masks interposed between said mech-
anism and said components and preventing the di-
rect transmission of a portion of the light from a 
point where a flash of light occurs in said mecha-
nism to a light-responsive component, when said 
flash occurs in an area masked by said masks; and, 
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e. the area of a central one of the masks being differ-

ent than the area of an inner ring of masks perimet-
ral of it. 

5. The device of claim 4 wherein each of the masks 
is aligned with one of said components. 

6. The device of claim 5 wherein the area of the cen-
tral mask is greater than the area of each perimetral 
mask. 

7. The device of claim 5 wherein the area of the cen-
tral mask is lesser than the area of each perimetral 
mask. 

8. In a gamma imagining device, the improved detec-
tor comprising: 

a. a housing; 
b. a collimator connected to the housing; 
c. a scintillation crystal carried by the housing in-

wardly of the collimator; 
d. a plurality of phototubes within the housing and 

adapted to emit electrical signals in response to 
light which results from scintillations occurring in 
the crystal; 

e. a crystal housing around the crystal and including 
an input window between the crystal and the pho-
totubes, said window being essentially transparent 
to scintillations; 

f. a light conductor optically connecting the window 
to the phototube and having a planar input surface 
in tight juxtaposed optical coupling with said win-
dow; 

g. said light conductor having output surface portions 
in juxtaposed relationship with said phototubes 
with at least some of said phototubes being in a 
common plane; 

h. a plurality of masks applied to at least one of the 
surfaces of the light conductor and inhibiting the 
direct transmission of light in masked areas from 
the center of a scintillation to the phototubes; 

i. each of the masks being aligned with a phototube; 
and, 

j. the mask aligned with the central phototube of an 
array being of an area different than the masks of 
an inner ring of masks perimetral of the central 
mask. 

9. The device of claim 8 wherein the central mask 
and the masks of said ring each include a hub-like por-
tion disposed in axial alignment with its associated pho-
totube and a plurality of radially extending spoke por-
tions extending generally radially outwardly from the 
hub and wherein certain of said masks include further 
portions spaced from their associated hub portions and 
extending laterally of the nearest spoke portions. 

10. For use in a scintillation camera of the type hav-
ing an array of phototubes or the like arranged in a geo-
metric array, the improved light conductor comprising: 

a. a sheet of light conducting material having gener-
ally parallel input and output faces; 

b. a plurality of masks of light reflcctive material 
fixed to at least one of said faces; 

c. said masks being arranged in a mask array corre-
sponding at least in part to said geometric array; 
and, 

d. certain of said masks each having a hub portion 
and a plurality of radially extending spoke portions 
extending generally radially outwardly from the 
hub and leg portions extending laterally from cer-
tain of the spoke portions. 

11. The light conductor of claim 10 wherein each leg 
portion extends continuously between an adjacent pair 
of spoke portions. 

12. The light conductor of claim I I wherein the leg 
5 por t ions e x t e n d be tween a l t e rna t e pairs of s p o k e por -

t ions. 
13. The light conductor of claim 11 wherein the leg 

portions extend between each adjacent pair to form an 
endless substantially circular ring concentric with the 

1 0 hub of the same mask. 
14. A method of producing gamma detectors of sub-

stantially consistent performance in a scintillation cam-
era of the type having a light emitting member respon-
sive to incident stimuli, an array of light responsive 

15 components for emitting electrical signals in response 
to light stimulation, and a light conductor optically 
coupling the member to the components comprising 
the steps of: 

a. operating an assembled detector to test for distor-
tions from desired detector performance; and, 

b. providing masking in selected areas between said 
member and said components which areas were 
unmasked in the operated detector to correct for 
distortions present in the operated detector. 

15. In a device for producing a display representative 
of the spatial distribution of incident radiation stimuli 
from the subject under investigation, the combination 
of: 

30 a. a light-emitting mechanism for emitting flashes of 
light in response to incident stimuli; 

b. light amplification and integrating means for pro-
ducing dots of light of a brightened intensity at lo-
cations corresponding to the locations of flashes in 

35 said mechanism and for integrating the dots to pro-
duce an image of spatial distribution of radioactiv-
ity in a subject under investigation; 

c. a light-conducting material interposed between the 
mechanism and the light amplification means; 

40 d. said mater ia l having an input su r face o r i en t ed 
toward a light responsive por t ion of said light-
ampl i f i ca t ion means ; 

e. a plurality of masks interposed between said mech-
anism and said light responsive portion of the light 

45 ampl i f i ca t ion means ; 
f. masking material providing an apertured and oth-

erwise a light impervious shield; and 
g. said masks being aligned with said apertures and 

including portions extending to edges of said aper-

20 
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tures. 
16. The device of claim 15 wherein each of said 

masks includes a hub and a plurality of spoke portions 
and where certain of the spokes extend beyond the 
edges of said apertures. 

17. The device of claim 15 wherein each of the masks 
includes a hub and a plurality of the spokes and certain 
of the spokes terminate inwardly of the edges of said 
apertures. 

18. The device of claim 15 wherein certain of the 
masks have hub portions and extending spoke portions 
and wherein certain of the spoke portions are con-
nected by leg portions. 

19. The method of claim 14 wherein there is a central 
6 5 component and a ring of components around the cen-

tral component and wherein said step of providing 
masking in selected areas includes masking areas in 
alignment with selected ones of said ring components, 
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which selected areas were unmasked in the operated 
detector. 

20. The method of claim 14 wherein there is a central 
component and a ring of components around the cen-
tral component and wherein said step of providing 5 
masking in selected areas includes masking areas near 
the central component, which selected areas were un-
masked in the operated detector. 

21. The method of claim 14 wherein the operated de-
tector had masking interposed between said member 10 
and said components, and said step of providing mask-
ing in selected areas includes unmasking other selected 
areas which were masked in the operated detector. 

22. The method of claim 14 wherein the operated de-
tector had a central component and a ring of compo- 15 
nents around said central component and was provided 
with masking both near said central component and 
near said ring of components, and the step of providing 
masking in selected areas includes adjusting the rela-
tive areas of masking near said central component and 20 
said ring of components. 

23. The method of claim 22 wherein said step of ad-
justing the relative areas of masking includes decreas-
ing the masking in one of said areas and increasing the 
masking in the other of said areas. 25 

24. The method of claim 22 wherein said step of ad-
justing the relative areas of masking includes increasing 
the masking in one of said areas. 

25. In a device for producing an output signal repre-
sentative of the spatial distribution of incident radiation 30 
stimuli from a subject under investigation, the combi-
nation of: 

a. secondary radiation emitting means for emitting 
secondary radiation in response to incident radia-
tion stimuli; 35 

b. a plurality of secondary radiation responsive 
means for receiving secondary radiation and gener-
ating an output signal representative of the spatial 
distribution of said secondary radiation, said radia-
tion responsive means being arranged in an array 40 
with at least one centrally disposed radiation re-
sponsive means surrounded by at least one ring of 
other radiation responsive means; 

c. a plurality of masks interposed between selected 
ones of said secondary radiation emitting means 45 
and said secondary radiation responsive means, 
said masks being opaque, at least in part, to said 
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secondary radiation; and, 
d. such of said masks as are aligned with said cen-

trally disposed radiation responsive means having 
a different radiation opaque area than such of said 
masks as are aligned with the adjacent surrounding 
ring of radiation responsive means. 

26. The device of claim 25 wherein said centrally dis-
posed masks have a greater radiation opaque area than 
do said adjacent ring masks. 

27. The device of claim 25 wherein said centrally dis-
posed masks have a lesser radiation opaque area than 
do said adjacent ring masks. 

28. The device of claim 25 wherein: 
a. said centrally disposed masks comprise a single 

mask; and, 
b. said single mask includes radially extending por-

tions which extend in directions toward each of 
said adjacent ring masks. 

29. The device of claim 28 wherein: 
a. said adjacent ring masks each include a plurality of 

radially extending regions extending outwardly 
from a central hub; and, 

b. selected ones of said radially extending regions 
which are aligned with said radially extending por-
tions are of lesser length than are others of said ra-
dially extending regions. 

30. The device of claim 28 wherein: 
a. said single mask further includes radially extending 

projections which point in directions other than 
toward said adjacent ring masks; and, 

b. said radially extending projections are of greater 
length than are said radially extending portions. 

31. A method of producing gamma detectors of sub-
stantially consistent performance in a scintillation cam-
era of the type having a light emitting member respon-
sive to incident stimuli, an array of light responsive 
components for emitting electrical signals in response 
to light stimulation, and a light conductor optically 
coupling the member to the components comprising 
the steps of: 

a. operating an assembled detector to test for distor-
tions from desired detector performance; and, 

b. unmasking in selected areas between said member 
and said components which areas were masked in 
the operated detector to correct for distortions 
present in the operated detector. 
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